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The ownership of pets has potential for the general development 
ancl well-being of children. In the past, pet ownership has received 
little attention in scient;i.fic ;investigation, and its relationship to 
the development of children has been relatively unexplored. The present 
study was concerned with what parents believe pets contribute to the 
development. of their children. 
The Need for the Study 
The beliefs and attitudes of parents influence those of their 
children. The role of pets in child development and family life has 
largely been overlooked in scientific study. There is a need for addi-
tional information and greater understanding of the way pets influence 
families and the maturation of children because of their obvious popu~ 
larity in the United States. Literally, millions of dollars are spent 
annually to maintain pets. 
Why should it be advantageous to the welfare and development of 
children to own a pet? What benefits can be derived from a relationship 
between children and animals? The function of pets as companion, 
teacher and guardian has been ignored by many people, probably because 
their .contribution is not obvious and easily goes unnoticed--except to 
those directly affected. 
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The Purposes of the Study 
The primary purpose of this study was to ascertain pets' contribu-
tion to children's development as indicated by parents. Specifically, 
the purposes were: 
1. To ascertain pets 1 contribution to the development of children 
2. To determine parents' preferences for a specific pet, and 




To gain insight into the area of pets as related to child develop-
ment, the literature was reviewed and categorized into the following 
sections: (1) The kinds of pets appropriate for young children, (2) 
Factors affecting pet selection, (3) Parents I rea.sons for owning pets, 
and (4) The psychological implications of pets on family life. 
Pets Appropriate for Young Children 
The literature concerning pets for children reveals a consensus 
that there is a large variety of suitable pets.from which to choose; 
the important factor being that any particular pet chosen must be well 
suited to the per.sonality of the individual child. For example,. if a 
child needs a pet that is playful, affectionate and one that will be a 
companion, the pet chosen for him should not be a can, whose aloofness 
and hostility is legendary (Rice, 1968). If the child is resentful 
toward a warm, loving relationship with a pet, that child does not need 
the close association of a dog (Rice, 1968). A cat, a reptile or fish 
would bemore acceptable to him. This indicates the importance of the 
relationship for parents; ~ince they are usually the ones responsible 
for the purchase and care for the pet. Every parent who p.rovides a pet 
for his family wants his children to enjoy the pet. To insure a suc-
cessful situation, care should be taken in selecting a pet that is 
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appropriate to the child and his personality. 
There is no one pet that is best for children. Levinson, Yeshiva 
University psychotherapist and specialist in the study of people and 
pets, as quoted by Drissell (1972) reported: 
I recommend all kinds of pets. But what is best depends on 
the family situation. The family should meet together and 
decide jointly which pet is to be chosen. If tit's practical, 
let the child have what he wants (p. 162). 
Allowing the child to make the selection could be a means of insuring 
the suitability of the pet, the theory being that the child would natu-
rally select a pet appealing to him. Sullenger (1960), in discussing 
who should choose the pet, suggests that the family should vote for the 
pet most appealing to the individual family, and best suited to its 
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particular way of life. When the family reaches a joint agreement there 
tends to be less rejection toward the pet and more acceptance. This is 
particularly true when there are several children in the family. It is 
important that all family members have a part in the decision-making 
process. 
Sullenger (1960) reports that such factors as: size of house, num-
ber and ages of children, financial ability to feed pets and the de-
cision as to who will assume care for the pets are other factors to con-
sider in selecting pets. Piers (1966) stated: "• •• they, unlike 
their elders, have not yet drawn a clear line between the human race 
and all other creatures" (p. 126). A young child considers pets "his 
kind of people," sharing his likes and dislikes. When.his "pal" does 
not enjoy chewing his gum, or riding in a doll's carriage, he does not 
easily understand. 
Gruenberg (1958) suggests, it can be any "small, living animal that 
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a child can watch, care for, and love." A cat appeals to many children 
and their parents because of its independent personality, clean and 
quiet ways, and the fact that they require little care, except feeding 
and affection. Living in small areas sometimes makes it difficult to 
have a dog or cat. A canary is at home in a cage requiring little 
space. Even a cricket or katydid can live well in a box with air holes 
and can bring pleasure and relaxation to its owner with a cheerful song. 
The choice of pets can be fascinating. One can find a pet that would 
appeal to any child. Although fish are not as personable as dogs or 
other pets; they are interesting. When there is room for them, white 
mice, guinea pigs, hamsters, or rabbits can give children the e:l{peri~ 
ence of watching and caring for a living being. 
Findings from research indicate that an older child does not enjoy 
pets that show no affection or attention. The older child is seeking a 
playmate and thus a dog or cat becomes his pet preference. Earlier 
studies revealed that a child's interest in dogs and cats increases 
rapidly from seven to fourteen years, with a peak at about age twelve. 
Also, interest in cats culminates sooner than a similar interest in 
dogs. Dogs are preferred to cats, most likely because of their open 
affectionate nature toward their master; whereas cats are generally 
recognized as "egocentric animals" who show little affection for anyone 
(Hurlock, 1972). 
Teicher (1953) in Your Child and His Problems wrote that kittens 
are better suited for children under seven years of age than are ~ogs 
because younger children cannot assume responsibility for the care of a 
dag. Alsa, children are often unknowingly cruel. Cats will not tol-
erate such treatment, while a dog usually would not revolt against its 
master. Kugelmass (1965) in Wisdom With Children agreed that for pre-
schoolers a kitten is better than a dog because "a kitten will protect 
itself but a dog suffers cruelty" (p. 212). 
There are several lists of recommended pets for children which in-
clude fi$h, turtles, snakes, rabbits, guinea pigs, hamsters, gerbils, 
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. mice, rats, birds, cats, dogs, lambs, goats, pigs, ponies, horses, 
worms, ants, beetles, salamanders, chameleons, tadpoles, frogs, chick-
ens, ducks and geese (Hein, 1971; Gruenberg, 1958; Teicher, 1953). 
Kugelmass (1965) suggested that parakeets be avoided because of the 
danger of chronic febrile illness from contact infection, since young 
children do not always wash their hands before putting them into their 
mouths. There have also been isolated cases of Salmonella infections 
from turtles. The turtle commonly eats hamburger meat or some other 
substance infected with bacteria and then transfers it to the child. In 
many areas of the country, the selling of turtles has been banned. 
Kugelmass (1965) indicated that a boy, especially, needs an associ-
ation with a dog. He states, "A dog is the only animal that loves you 
more than himself. In fact, he is the only animal that gives you noth-
ing but love" (p. 212). This relationship between a boy and a dog is 
a very close one. When the boy is happy, so is the dog. When the boy 
is sad, the dog can comfort him. If a child feels lonely, and is 
starving for companionship and affection, a dog can do much to give him 
warmth, security and love. 
Age of the Child in Relation 
to Pet Ownership 
Literature indicates that the age of the pet owner varies 
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considerably. Every situation is-different and the personality traits 
of each individual child should be taken into consideration. There can 
be no "iron-clad," hard-fast rule concerning a child's age-and his 
capability for owning a pet. It must depend upon the situation, the 
purposeof the pet as understood by the parents and the needs of the 
individual child. 
Taylor (1968) suggests, "Every child should have a pet of his own 
as .soon as he is. old enough to understand that animals have. feelings 
and must be treated with kindness" (p. 85). There are.different opin-
ions as to which age is best for acquiring the role of pet owner. 
Kenyon .(1943) suggests that even a child three years of age-can be happy 
with a pet and will derive much benefit from it. She believes that even 
at an early age a child should be led to assume some responsibility for 
it. Hein (1971) in Entertaining ~ Child reports that a child of five 
is not yet mature enough to care for a pet on a full-time basis. But a 
child at this age frequently wants a pet. Of course, at this early age 
a parent would need to assume responsibility for the pet's welfare. 'lll.e 
responsibility for caring for a pet develops slowly. Piers (1966) rec-
ommends that a child is not old enough to care for a.living animal until 
he or she is ten or twelve years of age. 
Stewart (1955) reported in The Growing Family that seven is a.geed 
age for a child to own pets. At this age they areold enough to assume 
semeof the-responsibility for the animal. They are still uncertain af 
their self-concept and need to have someone who will love them for them-
selves alone. Pets fulfill this need. They give a seven year old a 
.. sense. of security and1 well-being in his/her awn position. 
'llle· literature, in general,.indicatesthat age of the child is not 
as important as the parent's attitude. If the parent expects to assume 
the ultimate careof the pet and does not feel resentful when the child 
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forgeti;;, then the-ownership of the pet will not become a source of fric-
tion within the.home. Close supervision by the parent insures the 
safety of both the animal and the child, regardless of age. 
Reasons for Pet Ownership 
Bossard (1953) reports in the publication, Mental Hygiene, a three 
year research project, involving thirty-seven case studies. Family 
members were carefully interviewed. Additional material was extended 
over several years. The results suggested that pets be taken seriously 
and considered objectively and not merely regarded as.a trivial matter 
with sentimental overtones. 
Bossard's (1944) article entitled "The Mental Hygiene of Owning a 
Dog" attracted more world-wide attention than any similar article pub-
lished before that time in a modern journal. The article was written to 
support the statement that "domestic animals.play an important role in 
family life and in the mental health of its members, particularly chil-
dren" (p. 37). The article's primary concern was with the ownership of 
dogs. The dog serves us in the following ways, as cited by Bossard 
(1944): 
(1) As.an outlet for affection--its chief purpose, although some 
-people refuse to admit. or recognize any affection for their dog. "In 
.most families, affection for the dog is open and frank ••• the dog 
. receives.: more- attention and affection than any other member of the 
family" (p. 37). With the hectic, tense, imper.sonal life-of today, it 
is increa~ingly important that there be an outlet for feelings and 
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affections. 
(2) The dog serves each of us according to our affectional needs. 
Comfort from loneliness, solace for hurt-feelings, attention from neg-
lect, confidence from doubt, a certainty of the genuineness of affec-
tions, and hope from discouragement are accomplished through "a pair of 
adoring eyes and a wagging tail." A dog gives· llall" to a person accord-
ing to that person's individual needs---"asking nothing even when expect-
ingmuch" (p. 37). 
People are freed of their normal inhibitions or restraint toward 
dogs. Human relationships are seldom as free or impulsive as are ac-
tions toward a dog. Too many times the expression of love is left un-
said because of a fear of rejection or an uncertain association. This 
·is not true with respect to dogs. Confidence in the relationship and 
trust in the honest and open acceptance of a dog for his owner allows 
love and affection to be expressed without fear of recrimination or 
hostility. 
(3) The quality of relationship between human and dog is a deep 
and lasting one. The attachment is emotional, spanning the years 
through remembrance and tribute. 
(4) The "challenge of continuing responsibility" is presented to 
the child. Responsibility is one of the major lessons in life. Some 
people may never learn it. This experience can be internalized within 
a child when a pet is placed in his care. This "personal responsibil-
ity" is presented to a child early in his. life when he can understand 
it. 
Walking the dog each morning and night, feeding him, finding 
him when lost, looking after his water supply~ protecting him 
from his neighbors' bullying bigger dog, making his bed, if 
it is a. female. keeping dogs away when she· is in season (p. 38). 
In these ways the feeling of "personal responi;;ibility" can be mani-
fested. 
(5) A dog is a valuable agent for the teaching of toilet habits • 
. This is an aspect often overlooked. An entire family can become in-
volved in housebreaking a pup. There is much conversation about the 
problems of the pup's elimination. The young children learn from the 
experience about their own toilet habits and thus have.less difficulty 
in their performance. ''Self.,.discipline evolves as an accessory -before 
the fact of imposing a discipline upon someone else" (p. 39). 
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(6) Bossard notes the value.of a dog in the sex education of chil-
dren. An opportunity, is given for parents and children to discuss the 
differences between male and female, physical and.functional, and the 
pregnancy and birth of pups. This is demonstrated to the eye as well 
as the ear, so the child understands.it better and remembers.it longer. 
This also serves as a guarantee against the.misinformation children many 
times acquire. 
(7) The basic "desire for power" can be satisfied through using 
the dog as a vehicle for its release. Since·"the will to dominate" is 
cited as a fundamental one, each member of the family can vent these 
feelings upon the dog. The mental hygiene of the child is said to be 
helped by "training the child in the art of command, satisfying the ego 
in the experience-· of control, and draining off a resentment at being 
controlled by some parent or other adult" (p. 40). 
(8) A dog helps one realize that bodily-functions are normal and 
natural processes, not to be confused as unusual or "taboo." If a 
child sees that even his dog does the same things he does he will accept 
such processes with no question or uncertainty. 
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(9) The dog can become an important social aid. Through the dog, 
a child can.enlargen his scope of friends; for example, the pet can be 
shared with the neighborhood children. Through conversation~ he learns 
who likes dogs, and through experience, he usually learns who does not. 
The child's point of view toward other people changes; he sees them.in 
a new light--in relation to his own pet. Different attitudes toward the 
dog lend the child new insights about the thoughts and feelings of other 
people. This provides a better understanding of the complex subject--
''human nature. 11 
(10) A dog serves as a vehicle for effective conversation in the 
family. If there is nothing to talk about and conversation is lacking, 
the amusing antics. of the family dog can be very entertaining. As 
Bossard (1944) suggests, if husband-wife relations become less than de-
sirable, the dog can become an excuse for renewed conversation. 
(11) A dog is a willing companion. Bossard (1944) states: 
A dog is a silent, yet responsive companion, a long-
suffering patient, satisfying, uncritical, seemingly 
appreciative, constant, faithful companion more affec-
tionate than is deserved and appreciative far beyond what 
anyone could expect from a human rival (p. 41). 
Heffernan and Todd (1965) report that animals can teach some valu-
able concepts to a preschool child about himself and the world around 
him. 
Pets need care everyday--just as we do. 
Pets are active for a while and then rest for a while. 
Pets bite when frightened or hurt. 
A daddy and a mother pet can have babies. 
Pets die when their bodies wear out or when an accident 
happens to them (p. 341). 
An important purpose for pets reported by Taylor (1968) is the de-
velopment of sympathy. When a new baby is expected in the family, 
giving a child a puppy or kitten to be his ' 1baby 11 helps him to accept 
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the reality of the situation and comforts him in the knowledge that he, 
too, has a "baby" of his own. 
Taking care of the pet is an experience which illustrates natural 
functions of animals and life. For example, watering the pet helps the 
child realize the importance of water to animals and people. If the 
pet eats vegetables or meat, the child will realize through experience 
that such food is good for both pets and people. "Getting a response is 
a thrilling experience for a child" (Heffernan and Todd, 1965,.p. 341). 
Caring for a pet can develop tenderness in a child (Taylor, 1968). 
Patri (1948) reported in How. to Help Your.~ Grow .Qi?., a, little child 
learns while.playing with his dog that kindness pays.off. When he is 
good to his pet, it will become a friendly, lively companion who will 
. love him. That delights the little owner. Children can understand the 
meaning ,of love through the care, concern and responsibility for their 
pets. 
Children can respect pets as.living beings who can feel hurt, 
fright and happiness--all depending upon the treatment they receive. If 
one day a dog is pinched during play, the next time he may not come to 
his.little master when called. The child then learns that it requires 
kindness to win him back. Thus, he learns respect for his dog's feel-
ings through the realization that his animal cannot be treated like a 
stuffed toy and be expected to respond. A child learns that a pet can 
be "loved into gentleness, into loyalty that holds until death. And in 
the loving the child grows" (Patri, 1948, p. 19). 
An important reason for pet ownership is the respon1;1ibility aspect. 
No matter how much a child thinks of his.pet, he cannot be expected to 
always-have-complete care for it. The tasks will sometimes become 
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mother's (Gruenberg, 1958). A schedule can be useful in helping a child 
remember. For example, children can take turns caring for their pets 
and then become "checks" on each other to be sure the job is done. 
Gruenberg (1958) believes that the benefits of owning a pet far outweigh 
the troubles, muddy footprints, hair on furniture, etc., when one real-
izes the pet's contribution to a child's interest, enjoyment and emo-
tional maturing. He finds that parents usually enjoy the pet as much 
as their children. 
Wolf and Szasz (1954) agree that parents should expect to help with 
the care of the pet, since children sometimes forget or become careless. 
If the parent feels a genuine concern for the pet, then in time the 
child will also acquire the same positive attitude. The parent's atti-
tude is the example that will be imitated by the child and finally in-
ternalized. 
Stolz (1967) noted in Influences£!!. Parent Behavior that some par-
ents consider pets "a means to other ends; such as reducing fear of ani-
mals, or learning how to care for them." In a study, she found eight 
percent of the parents polled value pets for children just because ''pets 
are good to have." 
Langdon and Stout (1960) found that parents who had pets as chil-
dren are more likely to want their own children to enjoy pets. To 
quote a mother of four: "Our whole family is living differently because 
of the pets; and in everything we do they have to be considered" (p. 
233). 
Pets perform certain functions. Sullenger (1960) notes that they 
are a cure for loneliness, a willing companion and a vehicle.for so-
cialization when there.is a "give and take·relationship"--especially 
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concerning dogs and cats. Pogs will react to family stimulu13; far 
example, "A dog brought in.to a family canversatian will be more alert 
and intelligent than one that is·left out" (p. 134). Just as.dogs can 
affect and influence human members of the family, so do the people af-
feet dogs. Sullenger further stated that pets take on the character-
istics.of their·owners--" ••• they even draw inferences.f.rom human.fa-
cial expressians and tone of voice." 
Pets generate·a variety of emotions in children, such as those 
noted by Wolf and Szasz (1954): joy, happiness, sorrow when they are 
i;ick or·injured and tenderness because they are weak and.helpless. 
Through interaction with their pets, children often bec.ome·aware.of 
their own cruel tendencies, and feel guilty about them. Parents can 
. help their children understand such feelings ·of guilt. Coping mecha-
nisms can be learned which will aid the child in later life. 
A dog does many things for a child. Hurlock (1964) stated: 
It serves as a source of ego-satisfaction and ego-gratifica-
tion, satisfies the child's desire for power and most im-
portant, serves as an effective social aid ••• the give-
and-take relationship that the child.has with a pet does 
not foster the development of the unsocial traits so often 
found among children who have substituted imaginary play-
mates (p. 260). 
Because of the dog's presence, the shy child is helped to reach other 
children and adults that normally he would not meet. Pets are most 
certainly preferred to imaginary playmates. 
Pets,are especic;1.lly valuable to children who are uncertain.of their 
self-concept. Stewart (1955).in~_GJ'.'owing Family indicates that such 
children need to have someene·who will love them for themselves ~lone. 
Pets,fulfill this need. They give the child a sense-af security and 
well-being. Stewart calls,it "exercise in love." Piers (1966) agrees. 
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She believes an important aspect is that a pet can supply a child with 
a sense of being "O.K." When the adults-of his world disapprove or 
nag, he knows that his pet will love and accept him when no one else 
will. 
A pet accepts the child as he is with all his faults and short-
comings. Thus, the pet becomes a vehicle through which·a child can 
acquire a feeling of total acceptance-and security. When parents and 
teachers criticize and find fault with him he·will have-a friend who 
will love·and accept him and will let him know that he is an 110.K. 11 
person, worthy of being loved. This is especially helpful to a child 
whose home· life-is less than desirable,. If the child is constantly 
ridiculed and made to feel inferior and ashamed, the presence of a 
friend such as a dog will help the child shoulder his troubles and con-
fusien. Knowing. there is at least one livirrn being in the world that 
returns his love will give him a better, more positive outlook and per-
spective. Patri (1948) states: 
When a child feels lonely, feels the need for affection~ 
for companionship ••• when the puzzles of life bewilder 
him and he tries to find a way through them to understand~ 
ing and peace, the family dog can be there to share his 
master's turmoil, and help realize that whatever befalls~ 
he will be there for him to love (p. 184). 
Gruenberg (1958) reported an important reason for pets is that pets 
teach children about birth and death. They learn important lessons 
about life through simple, natural ways about mating, birth and death. 
Children can learn about sex from pets in a natural, simple way. 
Through a mother dog.or cat, birth can be illustrated so that the chil= 
dren can understand the process as a natural event without secrecy or 
worry. The spiritual side-of sex can be shown through mother love and 
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parental care given the young (Mother's Encyclopedia, 1958). 
The issue-of dead pets and the·questions:involved have been con~ 
troversial in nature. Gruenberg (1958) indicated that if the death-of 
the.pet is treated sensibly it should not cause toomuch anxiety. He 
suggests that ''the burial ritual" can help children ta accept the in-
evitable. The death of a pet helps the child to realize-the ineyita-
.. 
bility of.death thraugh a.lesser sorraw than would be-experienced at a 
death af a relative or friend. Thus, he is helped to realize that 
everything and everyone-must die. 
S.ometimes when a sml:!-11 pet such as a turtle, bird er hamster dies 
a child will feel a tremendaus guilt through remembering instances when 
he was careless and perhaps forgot a feeding (Arnstein,.1962). Such a 
situation.-might be a temptation. to the parents to make· a "valuable 
lesson" £ram the experience and stress the·end result of such irrespon-
sibility. It is only natural for a child to make a mistake occasionally 
with a feeding. To make the child feel worse about it and deepen his 
guilt and sadness would be an act of cruelty. A child would need en-
couragement and the confidence that he can do better next time. 
The contrasting schools of thought concerning the proper course of 
action after a pet's death areinteresting. Hurlock (1943) recommends 
that a new.pet be chosen to replace the-old one. She feels that a pup-
py or kitten would be a source-of cheer and thus would help the child 
to accept the death and transfer his affections to the new arrival. 
The editors of Mather's Encyclopedia for~ and RaiSil!& of Children 
(1958) agree that after the pet's death, getting a new one .seon ta re-
place it lessens the pain and. loss. They feel that if the child says 
he weuld never feel t:he s.ame about another, it is an- indication. he does 
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not know his capacity for love. More recent thought asserts that a 
child should be allowed to grieve over his pet; a pet--as a beloved com-
panion--ought to be mourned. Understandably, a parent would want to 
comfert his child, but recent seurces indicate-it is better not to say, 
. for example, "Cheer up,. we wi 11 get you another dog" (p. 546). There 
is no other dog, and never will be for the child--or so he·feels at the 
·mament. Arnstein (1962) believes a p~rent should give sympathy and 
understanding, but let the child. grieve •. His sadness sho~ld be ex-
pressed. The-witnessing of an accidental death can~ leave a child espe-
cially shaken and hurt, particularly if he has seen the·tern. bedy. It 
weuld help to tell him that death came quickly and pain was felt for 
only an instant; the animal did not know what happened. Arnstein be-
lieves the-child should be encouraged ta talk abeut his.pet. "Only 
when he.has.overcome.his sorrow can.he be ready to accept a new pet. 
Maybe-it is time then to suggest the possibility of finding anether 
animal" (p. 237). 
The Psychological Implications of 
Pets on Family Life 
In the Children's Psychiatric Hospital at the University of 
Michigan's Medical Center in Ann Arbor, a mengrel dog of uncertain 
origin is teaching acceptance to a group of troubled, ill, emotienally 
disturbed youngsters (Yates, 1973). Treatment fer the children who 
come to the Children's Psychiatric Hospit.al includes "Skeezer 11~-a 
friendly, female dog whose job is to give the children·. love and accep.t-
ance, which they crave. Because the children cannot seem.to share 
their·treubles, Skeezer acts.as.a,means of communication, helping the 
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children to express their emotions in a manner in which they can relate. 
Smaller pets were used in the past, such as gerbils, hamsters, fish and 
birds. But the children were never really able to relate to them. 
Then, seven years ago, Skeezer became a part of the hospital medical 
team. The ability to "communicate without words"--so lacking in other 
pets and so unique to dogs-~has allowed Skeezer to delve into the re-
lationships with the children in a manner accessible only to her. There 
· is general agreement that children who cannot get along with people 
often can with pets. Skeezer has been proof of that statement; she has 
been able to reach the children in a way no person coµld. "For the 
children, Skeezer·becomes a link to a world they have left behind or to 
a world they have never known. Either way, comfort or adventure is 
promised by her presence" (p. 81). Skeezer will not ridicule or criti-
cize them. She can be a source of confidence and trust. Where-humans 
have failed in gaining this trust and love, a dog has succeeded. 
Live animals in schools.are.increasingly becoming a part of the 
curriculum. A ''live animal lending library" has been used at the Las 
Padres Elementary School in Salina, California. As described by its 
principal, animals such as a white rat, rabbit, turtle~ duck, frog, 
parakeet and an Angora guinea pig were "checked out" or circulated 
among the children of the sixth grade. The idea expressed is that since 
. many children ''want" different pets at one time but later fail to give 
them the·care and affection they deserve, it would be beneficial to be-
~ome acquainted with different kinds of pets and at the same time gain 
. an. awareness., of the work involved for their proper care. Parents were 
·enthusiastic about the program because it quelled some of their chil~ 
dren 1 s demands. for.different pets. Many animals were renewed for a 
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second week but only one was requested for a third. There was more de-
mand to check out newer, interesting animals. After the excitement and 
uniqueness had ''worn eff" the children were-ready to return their animal 
and get a new one. At the conclusion of the program there was agreement 
that the children's desire to own these-pets had been fulfilled; and 
that the experience had been enjoyable and educational (Langert, 1962). 
Ao.other "living' library" at the Longdale -Elementary School in 
Henrico County, Virginia (Holland, 1968), where-with permissian from 
parents, pupils can check out an animal such as mice, gerbils, rabbits, 
turtles, goldfish, chameleons and hamsters--accompanied by the-appropri-
ate book. Comments from.parents have been favorable. 
A very successful "Rent-A-Rat II program (Healer,. 197 2) is in use at 
the Hancock Elementary School in Lexington, Massachusetts, where Healer 
manages the lending of mice, gerbils, hamsters and guinea pigs to 
teachers and occasionally, with written consent of parents, to students. 
The animals are closely supervised and care is taken to insure the 
proper handling of the pets for the benefit of animals.as well as child. 
This program has been successful, and greeted with enthusiasm. 
Many benefits can be derived from pet ownership. Maunier (1958) 
reported that erganizations and clubs such as the Boy and Girl Scouts 
and Campfire Girls give merit badges and awards for the care of pets. 
This enc_ourages active -parti.cipation. When a child becomes a pet owner 
he can be en~ouraged to find books and reading materials at the-library 
pertaining to his particular pet. Different kinds of recreation and 
new.friends can be enjoyed by the child who owns a pet. There are many 
_pet clubs available for owners-of different varieties of pets which 
welcome new-members. Many children enjoy enrolling their dogs in 
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obedience classes. The advantages of owning a trained, well-behaved 
dog can be numerous. Children feel pride in owning an animal of ac-
complishment. Entering the animal in club competition fosters a sense 
of achievement and encourages care and responsibility for the pet. 
More psychologists and psychiatrists are recognizing the thera-
peutic values of pets for people with emotional and mental problems or 
even for those just wanting companionship. Hartley (Rice, 1968) pro-
fessor of psychology at the City College of New York, explored the area 
of dog ownership. Dogs were found to play a vital part in daily living 
.--especially in today's "cold, impersonal cities." 
Levinson, as quoted by Rice (1968) felt strongly about the thera-
peutic value of pets. He wrote: 
••• The importance of the house pet to man is.psycho-
logical rather than practical. In many ways the relation-
ship between man and dog, especially between child and dog, 
can be more salutary than one between two human beings. A 
faithful dog will satisfy his master's need for loyalty, 
trust, respectful obedience, as well as submission (p. 245). 
Levinson further stressed the importance of pets for children. He 
cited a child's "fantasy world" as playing an active part. For example, 
a dog can perform fantasy roles. Sometimes the dog might be the father 
or the baby. The child imagines the pet has his same feelings of anger, 
sorrow, remorse and joy. Thus, the child acts out and resolves his 
problems. He also believed that pets teach children how to conununicate 
and how to love. The child learns that to be loved, you must love. 
every pet in a sense is the mirror in which a child 
sees himself wanted and loved, not for what he should be 
but is not,.or might be, or might have been, but for what 
he is. The pet and his master look at each .other and. 
understand each other (p. 245) • 
. Heiman (Rice, 1968) agreed with Levinson on the social and 
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educational value of pets for children. A dog as an understanding com-
panion serves as a step between an infant's toy and a child's playmate. 
There is no better way for a child to learn about the so-
called 'animal' nature of man than by growing up with pets 
and observing them in their grooming, their play and 
sexual activity, as well as watching them perform bodily 
functions (p. 246). 
Heiman further compared a pet to a Seeing Eye dog for a child be-
tween four years of age and puberty in that a dog can "lead the child 
through the 'labryinth' of the oedipal phase and help him find a secure 
identity. This analogy of the Seeing Eye dog is even more accurate for 
the seriously disturbed. To the psychotic, a pet can represent a link 
to the world of reality, just as the Seeing Eye dog does for the blind • 
• • • a psychotic individual is apt to engage in an intense 
relationship with a pet in which the pet is used to play 
a part in his owner's emotional life ••• this animal 
might be the only animate object with which his owner is 
able to establish and maintain contact (p. 246) • 
. Rice (1968) stated that regardless of the child's age, sex, in-
te lligence,. or his position in life, "The love of a pet is better than 
nolove at all" (p. 253). Everyone needs to feel accepted and loved. 
Thus, the value of pet ownership can be substantiated. Pets serve as an 
indicator of the condition of the inner self. Pets in their own way 
cultivate and encourage self-discovery and self-acceptance. The very 
essence of our being--love--is manifest and developed through pets. 
Pets .offer practice in the "art of loving." 
Summary 
The review of literature revealed the following: (1) that there 
is·a large variety of suitable pets from which to choose; the important 
factor being that any particular pet chosen must be well suited to the 
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persenality of the individual child; (2) that there is no one pet that 
is best suited for children; (3) that an older child does not enjoy·pets 
that show no affection or attention; (4) that dogs .are generally pre-
ferred to cats; (5) that the age of the pet owner is not as important as 
the parents' attitude; (6) that pets play an important role in family 
life and in the mental health of its members, particularly children; 
(7) that parents who had pets as children are more likely to want their 
own children to enjoy pets; (8) that live animals in school are in-
creasingly becoming a part of the curriculum; (9) that psychologists 
and psychiatrists are recognizing the therapeutic values:of pets.for 
people with emotional and mental problems; and (10) that there is a 
growing need for research projects.to. be formed to study and eval~ate 
how pets influence the family. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Subjects 
The subjects for this study were the parents of the children at-
tending the·Child Development Laboratories at Oklahoma State University 
during the spring semester, 1974. The sample consisted of sixty fami-
lies whose children's ages ranged from four months to 16 years~ 
Questionnaires, accompanied by a letter (Appendix A), were mailed 
to 72 parents. Parents were instructed to return the completed question-
naires to the head teacher of the laboratory in which their child was 
enrolled. Sixty parents returned the questionnaires which provided the 
data for this study. 
Development of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire used in this study was.developed for the.purpose 
of examining the perceptions of parents concerning pets' contribution to 
their children. The questionnaire included parents' viewpoints on the 
following: (a) desired age of child as a pet owner, (b) criteria for 
the selection of pets, (c) individual pet preferences, (d) the contri-
butiens ;Of pets taward the child's development, and (e) opportunity for 
parents to make additional comments. 
The,questionnaire was administered to five people prior to using it 
with parents, to judge it for accuracy of content, and clarity. On the 
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recommendation of these five judges, item 3, i.e., type of heusing was 
rewritten to provide opportunity for respondents to check individual 
places of dwelling instead of writing in the answers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purposes of this study were: (1) to ascertain a pet's contri-
bution to a child's growth and development, (2) to det:erm:ine·parents 1 
preferences for a specific pet, and (3) to determirte factors which in-
fluence.parents' pet selection. 
Table I presents data which describe the 99 children of the 60 par-
ents who responded to the questionnaire. Table II indicates that 81.66 
I• percent of the families resided in a single home which was located in an 
urban area. 
Table III presents data related to current ownership of pets. The 
largest number of parents, 37 (61.66%) currently owned a pet or pets. 
Those parents who did not own a pet of any kind composed 38.33 percent 
of the sample. The greatest proportion (72.9%) of respondents stated 
they owned dogs as pets. The next largest percentage (43.2%) owned 
cats. Fish were reported as pets by 10.8 percent of the parents. 
In answer to the question "Did you own a pet as a child?" more than 
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98 percent of the respondents indicated they owned pets as children. As 
indicated in Table IV, the majority of parents (83.05%) owned a dog when 
they were children. The next largest percentage (42.3%) owned a cat. 
Parakeets composed 13.5 percent of thepets owned in childhood. The 
listing of pets.in Table IV reflects the responses.of the 59 parents who 
indicated pet ownership as a child. Only one respondent did not own a 
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pet as a child. 
TABLE I 
CHILDREN OF PARENTS CLASSIFIED BY SEX AND AGE 




Ages (N = 43) (N = 56) 
N % N 
Infants and Toddlers 
0 - 2.11 4 9.3 4 
Preschoolers 
3 .00 - 6 .oo 27 62. 79 40 
School Age 
6.00 - 12.00 12 27.9 9 
Teenagers 
13.00 - 16.00 0 o· 3 
Total 43 43.4 56 
TABLE II 
LOCATION AND TYPE OF HOUSING AS REPORTED BY PARENTS 
(N = 60) 
Type of Residence Rural 
N % N 
Apartment 0 0 3 
Duplex 0 0 1 
Single·Home 7 11.66 49 














FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS' RESPONSES 
REFLECTING CURRENT OWNERSHIP OF PETS 
(N = 37) 








Pony . 1 



















FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS' RESPONSES REFLECTING 
OWNERSHIP OF PETS DURING CHILDHOOD 
(N .:: 60) 
Kind of Pets N % 
Dog 49 81.6 
Cat 25 41.6 
Parakeet 8 13.3 
Turtle 1 1.6 
Horse ·3 5.0 
Rat 1 1.6 
Hamster 2 3.3 
Farm Animals 1 1.6 
Fish 5 8.3 
Duck 4 6.6 
· Rabbit 2 3.3 
Frog 1 1.6 
Skunk 1 1.6 
Coyote 1 1.6 
Squirrel 1 1.6 
Lamb 2 3.3 
Pony 1 1.6 
Goat 1 1.6 
Calf 1 1.6 
Pig 2 3.3 
No Pet 1 1.6 
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Table V presents the parents' responses concerning the age they 
consider best for a child to own a pet. The largest number (36%) of the 
respondents felt that 8-10 years of age was best to own a pet. The 6-7 
year age group received 33 percent of the responses, while more than 28 
percent of the parents felt that 4-5 years was the best age to own pets. 
More than 11 percent felt that a child could own a pet at any age. 
TABLE V 
PARENTS' RESPONSES REFLECTING THE AGE THEY 
PREFERRED A CHILD TO OWN A PET 
(N = 60) 
Ages N 
0-3 years 3 
. 4_; 5 years 17 
6-7 years 20 
8-10 years 22 
.10-12 years 11 
More than 12 years 7 
All ages 7 










Table VI concerns the factor that influenced the respondents in·the 
selection of their pet. The "desires of the child" received the great-
est percentage (68.1%). This was closely followed by "desires of you or 
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your spouse" receiving 65.9 percent. "Outdoor facilities" (61. 7%) were 
cited as the third influencing factor. Only 2.1 percent of the re-
spondents censidered the "sex of their children" as a factor influ-
encing pet selection. "Other" factors were chosen by 14 percent of the 
respondents, such as: "lack of playmates, against the leaser's policy, 
gentle nature of the deg chosen,.and mouse and skunk population on 
farm." 
TABLE VI 
FACTORS INFLUENCING PARENTS I CHOICE OF A PET 
(N = 47) 
Factor N 
Number of children 7 
Ages of chfldren 22 
Sex of children 1 
Cost of food and care 
for the· pet 12 
Consideration fo; the 
person responsible for 
the pet 14 
Desires of the child 32 
Desires of you er 
your spouse 31 
Outdoor facilities 29 
Size and type of housing 23 














Table VII presents a list of pets preferred by the parents for 
their children. As in Tables III and IV, dogs received the greatest 
percentage (91.6%). Fish received the next largest percentage (66.6%) 
and cats were third (45%). Birds received 20 percent; canaries, para-
keets and finches collectively totaled 31.2 percent. Rabbits and tur-
tles were preferred by 23.3 percent of the parents. Ponies and horses 
received 28.3 percent. Woi;ms were preferred as pets by 15 percent Qf 
the parents. ·. Tadpoles and frogs were preferred by 16 .6 percent of the 
respondents. 
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Table VIII concerns pets' contributions to children's development 
as indicated by the parents' responses •. The·majority (86.6%) believed 
that "pets generate a variety of emotions in children, such as joy, 
happiness, sorrow, tenderness and sympathy." The next greatest per-
centage (78 .3%) perceived pets as "good companions. 11 More than· 68 per-
cent felt that "pets teach the child how to love" and "teach respect and 
admiration for life in general." A contribution believed by 66.6 per-
cent of the respondents was that "pets teach the child responsibility." 
Sex education was indicated as a contribution by 50 percent of the par-
ents. Only 15 percent rec.ognized the "child's 'desire for . power 111 as 
being satisfied through a pet. 
Major Findings and Discussion 
(1) More than 50 percent of the parents considered the "desires 
of the child" and their own preference when choosing a pet. The "sex 
of children,;number of children and health of family members" were not 
c.onsidered important factors influencing pet selection. The greatest 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Preference N % 
Salamanders 7 11.6 
Chameleons 9 15.0 
Tadpoles 10 16.6 
Fr-ogs 10 16.6 
Chickens 9 15.0 
Ducks 12 20.0 
Geese 6 10.0 
Ants 9 15.0 
Other 4 6.6 
:None 1 1.6 
TABLE VIII 
PARENTS I RESPONSES INDICATING PETS I CONTRIBUTION 
TO A CHILD'S GROWTH AND HAPPINESS 
(N = 60) 
Cont.ribution 
Pets teach the child responsibility. 
Pets satisfy the child I s "de.sire for 
power." 
Pets teach sex education through 
natural, simple ways. 
Pets serve as an outlet for emotions. 
Pets help the child realize the 
·inevitability of death. 
Pets teach toilet habits and bod.ily 
functions as natural processes. 
Pets teach the preschool child im-
portant concepts about himself 
and the world around him. 
Pets generate a variety of emotions 
in children, such as joy, happiness, 
sorrow, tenderness and sympathy. 
Pets improve self-concept by giving 
the child a sense of security and 
acceptance. 
Pets are good companions. 
Pets serve as a vehicle for conver-
sation in the family. 
Pets teach the child how to communi-
cate. 
Pets help to reduce the child's fear 
of animals. 
Pets teach the child how to love. 
Pets teach children a respect and 

































68 .• 1 
permitting the child to make the pet selection--the theory being that 
the child would naturally select a pet appealing to him. 
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(2) Dogs were the parents' preferred pet by more than 91 percent. 
Fish, receiving 66.6 percent were the parents' second choice. Cats were 
third with 45 percent. Thus, both dogs and fish were preferred to cats. 
Hurlock's (1972) report that dogs are preferred to cats was substanti-
ated in this study. It is interesting to note that the one respondent 
who neither currently-owned a pet nor owned one duringchildhood pre-
ferred a cat or fish for a child's pet. In spite of the recent Salmo-
nella scare involving turtles, 23.3 percent of the respondents preferred 
turtles as the pet preference for their children. Kugelmass (1965) sug-
gested that parakeets be avoided because of the danger of chronic fe-
brile illness from contact infection. Only 6.6 percent of the parents 
preferred parakeets. More than-13 percent of the parents owned pets 
during childhood. 
(3) More than 50 percent of the parents indicated that school age 
children are better able to own a pet. The largest number of parents 
(36.6%) considered the best age for a child to own a pet to be 8-10 
years. The next largest number (33.3%) was 6-7 years. A large number 
of parents (69.9%) agreed with Stewart .(1955), Piers (1966) and Hein 
(1971) that school age children are old enough to assume responsibility 
in. caring for a living animal. Only 5 percent of the respondents be-
lieved that a child 0-3 years of age should own a pet. 
(4) The majority of parents (86.6%) indicated that "pets gene.rate 
a variety-of emotions in children, such as joy, happiness, sorrow, 
tenderness and sympathy." This finding was in agreement with Patri 
(1948), Wolf and Szasz (1954), and Taylor (1968). The next greatest 
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number of respondents (78.3%) indicated that "pets are good companions." 
The emotional aspect of pet ownership was emphasized by the parents in 
that 68 percent felt that "pets teach the child how to love." A large 
number (68.1%) of the respondents agreed withBossard (1944) and 
Gruenberg (1958) in that "pets teach children a respect and admiration 
for life in general." A large number of parents (65%) believed that 
"pets help to reduce the child's fear of animals." Stolzus (1967) re-
port that parents consider pets·"a means to other ends, such as reducing 
fear of animals" was substantiated in this study. One half (50%) of the 
respondents recognized pets' contribution in teaching sex education. 
The least number of parents (15%) believed that "pets satisfy the 
child's 'desire for power'." 
(5) The majority of parents (96.6%) who had pets as children 
wanted their children to own pets. Langdon and Stout (1960) found that 
parents who had pets as children are more likely to want their children 
to enjoy pets. This study substantiated Langdon and Stout's report. 
Conunents From Parents 
Comments added to the questionnaire were varied. One parent op-
posed pet ownership; he stated, '~o pet--out of humane consideration for 
the animal." The most frequent explanation for not owning a pet was 
''the difficulty in having it taken care of during frequent trips. 11 The 
majority of comments were favorable toward pet ownership--such as the 
fellowing: 
I feel having a dog has been a good experience for our 
daughter. They are great friends. Our dog is very protec-
tive of her and she really enjoys playing tag with our 
daughter. 
I feel that pets.are important in the child's world. In our 
family, a pet is one thing which can be shared (with the 
least amount of competition) or it can be the one thing which 
belongs exclusively to one person. • Pets are a bother, 
a mess, a nuisance at times--but so are people. 
Other comments include: 
On the farm we have had to make a definite distinction be-
tween 'pets' and 'animals' for food or food products. The 
child.has learned to accept (through much experience and 
long, deep discussions) that some animals (cow, pig, rab-
bits, chickens, turkeys) must die so that we can eat. Pets, 
on the other hand,are seen as our friends that we take 
care of and are fun to have around. 
The parents indicated that the questionnaire helped stimulate 
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thought concerning the attributes of pets for children, as witnessed by 
the following comment: "Your questionnaire·l).as·helped me to realize 
.some benefits of having a pet which were not evident to me previously." 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was concerned primarily with what parents indicate pets 
contribute to the overall development of their children. The specific 
purposes of this study were: (1) to ascertain pets' contributions to 
the develppment of children, (2) to determine parents' prefe.rences for 
a specific pet, and (3) to determine influences. on parents' selection of 
pets. 
The subjects were 60 parents of the children attending the Child 
Development Laboratories at Oklahoma State University during the spring 
semester, 1974. Data obtained for this study included information about 
the ages.and sex of their children, location of their home and the type 
of housing. Parents reported on 99 children, ranging in age from 4 
.months to 16 years, the majority being in the preschool group. 
The questionnaire used in this study was developed for the purpose 
of examining the expressed op~nions of parents concerning pets' contri-
bution to their children. The questionnaire included parents' view-
points on the following: (a) desired age of child as a pet owner, (b) 
criteria.for the selection of pets, (c) individual pet preferences, (d) 
the contributions of pets toward child development, and provided an 
opportunity for parents to make comments. 
Data were reported statistically by frequencies and percentages. 
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Findings 
The percentage of parents' responses for each questionnaire item 
revealed that: 
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. 1. More than 50.percent of the parents considered the "desires of 
the· child" and their own preference when choosing a pet. 
2. Dogs were the parents' preferred pet (91%l. 
3. More than 50.percent of the parents indicated that school age 
children are able to own a pet. 
4. The maj.ority of parents (86.6%) indicated that "pets generate a 
variety of emotions in children, such as joy, happiness, sorrow, tender-
ness and sympathy." 
5. The maj.ority (96.6%) of parents who had pets as children wanted 
their own children to own pets. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The following suggestions are made.on the basis of the findings of 
this study: 
1. The family's degree of satisfaction with the pet owned. 
2. The influence of school experiences with pets on children 
three to five years of age. 
3. The pet preference of children three to five years of age. 
4. Why families do not own pets. 
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As a student in Family Relations and Child Development at Oklahoma 
State University, I am studying about children's pets and their rela-
tionship to child development. Would you please complete the enclosed 
questicmnaire? There are no right or wrong answers. Check as many 
items as you wish when indicated. You do not need to sign your name. 
Each questionnaire is kept in st:rictest confidence .. Information asked 
about you is needed only to properly analyze the data. Return the 
checked questionnaire to your child's teacher. 
Your participation and cooperat;ton with this study is appreciated. 
The results of the study will be sent to the parents of the Ch;i.ld De-
velppment Laboratory during the summer, 1974. 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Lois Shell 
Graduate Student in 
Family Relations and 
Child Development 
1. Age of child 
(or children) 
Parent's Questionnaire 
Sex of child 
2. Location of home 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(country or city) 
3. Type of housing~~--~~~--~--~~- apartment 
duplex 
single home dwelling 
mobile home 
other 
4. Do you now own a pet? Yes or No 
If so, what kind?. 
Is this the pet you actually preferred? 
5. Did you own a pet as a child? Yes or No 
If so, what kind? 
6. Which age do you consider best for a child to own a pet? 
---
0-3 years 8-10 years 
___ 4-5 years 10-12 years 
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6-7 years _____ more than 12 years 
7. Which of the following influenced you in the choice of your pet? 
Check as many as apply to your family. 
number of children 
ages of children 
sex of children 
cost of food and care for the pet 
consideration for the person responsible for the pet 
desires of the child 
desires of you or your ~pause 
outdoor facilities, such as size of yard, fence, etc. 
size and type of housing--apartment, duplex, single home 
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health of family members, allergies, etc. 
other 
8. Check the following pets you would prefer for your child. 







mice cricket or katydid 











9. Which of the following statements do you feel reflects a pet 0 s con-
tributions to your child's growth and happiness? Check as many as 
you feel are contributions. 
Pets teach the child responsibility. 
Pets satisfy the child's "desire for power .• " 
Pets teach sex education through natural, simple ways. 
Pets serve as an outlet for emotions. 
Pets help the child realize· the inevitability· of death. 
Comments: 
Pets.teach toilet habits and bodily functions as normal, 
natural processes. 
Pets teach the preschool child important concepts about 
himself and the world around him. 
Pets generate a variety of emotions in children, such as joy, 
happiness, sorrow, tenderness and sympathy. 
Pets improve self-concept by giving the child a sense of 
security and acceptance--a sense of 110.K." 
Pets are good companions. 
Pets serve as a vehicle for conversation in the family. 
Pets teach the child how to communicate. 
Pets help to reduce the child's fear of animals. 
Pets teach the child how to love. 
Pets.teach children a respect and admiration for life in 
general. 
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